Abstract. We extend Fukushima's result on the finite convergence of an algorithm for the global convex feasibility problem to the local nonconvex case.
Introduction
Let X be a Hilbert space. We consider the Nonconvex Inequality Problem (NIP) (NIP): For f : X → R, find x ∈ R n s.t. f (x) ≤ 0.
(1.1)
In [Fuk82] , Fukushima proposed a simple global algorithm when X = R n for the Convex Inequality Problem (which is the NIP with the additional requirement that f (·) is convex) that converges to some pointx such that f (x) ≤ 0 if the Slater condition (i.e., the existence of a point x * satisfying f (x * ) < 0) is satisfied. The ideas can be easily extended to the case when X is a Hilbert space, and the function f (·) need not be smooth. In this paper, we make use of tools in nonsmooth and variational analysis [Cla83, Mor06, RW98] to prove a local result on the case where f (·) is nonconvex.
We now discuss some problems related to the NIP. In the case where f (·) can be written as a maximum of finitely many smooth functions, a variant of the Newton method converges superlinearly, and global convergence is possible when f (·) is the maximum of finitely many smooth convex functions. We refer to the references stated in [Fuk82] for more details. (It appears that [PI88] have obtained similar results independently.)
In [Rob76] , Robinson considered the K-Convex Inequality Problem (KCIP), which is a generalization of the (CIP). For f : R n → R m , and a closed convex
Robinson's algorithm in [Rob76] for the CIP can be described as follows: At each iterate x i , a subgradient y i ∈ ∂f (x i ) is obtained, and the halfspace
. Assuming regularity and convexity (and no smoothness), Robinson proved that the algorithm for the KCIP converges at least linearly. With smoothness, superlinear convergence can be expected.
Modifications for a finitely convergent algorithm for the NIP can be traced back to [PM79, MPH81] , where f (·) is a maximum of finitely many smooth functions. The main idea for obtaining finite convergence under the Slater condition can be described as follows. Instead of trying to find x such that f (x) ≤ 0, an infinite sequence {ǫ i } of positive numbers is introduced, and one tries to find x satisfying
in the ith iteration. The contribution in [Fuk82] is to show that the smoothness conditions can be dropped. For more recent work, we refer the reader to [BWWX14, CCP11, Cro04] and the references therein.
A problem related to the NIP is the Set Intersection Problem (SIP). For sets K 1 , . . . , K r in a Hilbert space X, the SIP is stated as:
(1.4)
The SIP can be seen as a particular case of the NIP: Take f (·) to be max i=1,...,r d(x, K i ).
A common method of solving such problems is the method of alternating projections, which typically has linear convergence even in convex problems. There has been recent interest in nonconvex problems [LM08, LLM09] , where the research is focused on conditions for the linear convergence of the method of alternating projections and its variants. We also remark that the NIP is related to filter methods for nonlinear programming [FL02] .
1.1. Contributions of this paper. In this paper, we prove a local result on the finite convergence of an algorithm for the NIP (1.1) when f (·) is approximately convex [NLT00, DG04] (See Definition 2.2 and the subsequent commentary) and X is a Hilbert space.
1.2. Notation. Let X be a Hilbert space, and let x ∈ X and S ⊂ X. The following notation we will use is quite standard.
B(x, r)
The closed ball with center x and radius r.
d(x, S)
The distance from x to S.
Preliminaries
In this section, we provide the necessary background in variational analysis for the proof of our algorithm for the NIP. We first recall the Clarke subdifferential.
Definition 2.1. (Clarke subdifferential) Let X be a Hilbert space. Consider a function f : X → R locally Lipschitz at a pointx ∈ X. The Clarke (generalized) subdifferential of f atx ∈ X is defined by
where f 0 (·; ·) is the Clarke (generalized) directional derivative defined by
We now describe the nonconvex functions for which we are able to prove finite convergence of our algorithm.
Definition 2.2.
[NLT00] (Approximate convexity) Let X be a Hilbert space and f : X → R. We say that f (·) is approximately convex atx if for every ǫ > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that
The notion of weak convexity in [Via83] (see also [HU84] and the references therein) was a precursor to the notion of approximate convexity in [NLT00] . The definition of approximate convexity above is different from its usual definition, but is equivalent by [DG04, Theorem 1]. In the case where X = R n , approximate convexity is equivalent to f (·) being lower-
functions include the pointwise maximum of a finite number of C 1 functions. We refer to [RW98, Section 10G] and the references therein for a discussion on lower-C 1 functions, and more generally, subsmooth functions.
We now recall metric regularity.
Definition 2.3. (Metric regularity) Let S : X ⇒ Y be a set-valued map. We say that S(·) is metrically regular at (x,ȳ) if there exist a constant κ ≥ 0 and neighborhoods U ofx and V ofȳ such that
for all x ∈ U and u ∈ W.
We now make a claim about locally Lipschitz functions.
Proposition 2.4. (Metric regularity of epigraphical maps) Let X be a Hilbert space, and let f : X → R be locally Lipschitz atx
Proof. We make use of the Aubin criterion in [DQZ06, Theorem 1.2], but we need to recall a few definitions. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. For a positively homogeneous map H : X ⇒ Y , the inner norm · − is defined as
y .
For a set-valued map S :
where the tangent cone T Graph(S) (x,ȳ) is defined as follows: (u, v) ∈ T Graph(S) (x,ȳ) if and only if there exists sequences t n ց 0, u n → u and v n → v such that y + t n v n ∈ S(x + t n u n ). is finite.
We now apply the Aubin criterion to our particular setting. Since 0 / ∈ ∂f (x), by the formulation of the Clarke subdifferential using the Clarke directional derivative (2.
This in turn implies that
. In other words,
Whenever y > f (x) and x is close enough tox, the local Lipschitz continuity of f (·) atx ensures that (x, y) is in the interior of the epigraph of f , from which we get
The formulas (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) combine to give us DE(x | y) −1 − ≤ 1/µ for all (x, y) ∈ Graph(E) close enough to (x, f (x)). Thus the Aubin criterion applies to give us the metric regularity of E(·) at (x, f (x)).
Finitely convergent algorithm for the NIP
We now present our algorithm for the NIP, and prove its finite convergence in Theorem 3.3.
Algorithm 3.1. (Finitely convergent algorithm for NIP) Let X be a Hilbert space. Consider a function f : X → R, a point x 0 and a sequence {ǫ i } of strictly decreasing positive numbers converging to zero. This algorithm seeks to find a point x ′ such that f (x ′ ) < 0.
Step 0: Set i = 0.
Step 1: Find s
i , which is also the projection of x i onto the set {x :
The next iterate x i+1 is obtained by projecting x i onto P i .
Step 2: Increase i and go back to step 1 till convergence.
Before proving Theorem 3.3, we recall a simple principle that will be used in the proof there. Proposition 3.2. (Projections onto polyhedra) Let F be a polyhedron in a Hilbert space X such that
where a i ∈ X and b i ∈ R for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Choose a point x 0 and let x 1 := P F (x 0 ). Then for any y ∈ F , we have x 0 − x 1 , y − x 1 ≤ 0.
We now prove that Algorithm 3.1 can converge in finitely many iterations to such a point x ′ . Our proof is an extension of the proof in [Fuk82] . Consider a locally Lipschitz function f : X → R. Letx be such that
, and (3) f (·) is approximately convex atx. Suppose also that the strictly decreasing sequence {ǫ i } i converges to zero at a sublinear rate (i.e., slower than any linearly convergent sequence). There is a neighborhood U ofx and a numberǭ such that if x 0 ∈ U and ǫ 0 <ǭ, then Algorithm 3.1 converges in finitely many iterations. (i.e., f (x i ) ≤ 0 for some i.)
Proof. Seeking a contradiction, we assume f (x i ) > 0 for all i. Our proof is broken up into several parts.
Claim 1: There is a neighborhood U ofx andǭ > 0 such that ifx 1 ∈ U and f (x 1 ) > 0, then for anyǫ ∈ (0,ǭ] and s (j) ∈ ∂f (x 1 ), where j ∈ {1, . . . , J}, the projection ofx 1 onto the polyhedron
lies in U . By the Clarke directional derivative (2.2) of f (·) atx, since 0 / ∈ ∂f (x), there exists a direction d, where d = 1, and µ > 0 such that
In particular, this implies that ift is small enough, then f (x+td) < f (x)−µt = −µt for all t ∈ [0,t]. Then by the approximate convexity of f (·) atx, for any ǫ ac > 0, there is a neighborhood U 1 ofx such that
for all x, y ∈ U 1 and j ∈ {1, . . . , J}.
To simplify our notation, we let S ǫ := f −1 ((−∞, −ǫ]) just like in [Fuk82] . Recall E(·), the epigraphical map of f (·) defined in Proposition 2.4, is metrically regular atx. This means that by loweringǭ if necessary, there is a κ ∈ [κ,κ + 1], a δ > 0 and a neighborhood U 2 ofx such that if x ∈ U 2 and ǫ <ǭ, then
We impose the following requirements on ǫ ac ,t andǭ. (R1) Let ǫ ac > 0 be small enough so that 2ǫ ac < µ and (κ + 1)ǫ ac < 2(a) ] and the fact that f is locally Lipschitz atx. We can now prove Claim 1 for U = B(x +td, 2t). We will only need (R1)-(R3) for now, and the significance of (R4) will be explained in Claim 2. Consider anyx 1 ∈ B(x +td, 2t) such that f (x 1 ) > 0. For any s ∈ ∂f (x 1 ), we have
(Using (R3) and the fact thatǫ ≤ǭ.)
This implies that s
We have
In other words, the angle ∠x
The polyhedron P in (3.1) can also be written as
In view of (3.3) and the above discussion, the pointx+td lies in P . The projection of x 1 onto P , sayx 2 , creates a hyperplane that separatesx 1 andx+td. In other words, ∠x 1x2 [x+td] ≥ π/2. This in turn implies that we have
In other words,x 1 ∈ B(x +td, 2t) impliesx 2 ∈ B(x +td, 2t). This ends the proof of Claim 1 with U = B(x +td, 2t).
It is easy to see that this implies that if x 0 ∈ B(x +td, 2t), then the iterates x i generated by Algorithm 3.1 lie in B(x +td, 2t) as well, provided the starting ǫ 0 is smaller thanǭ.
Claim 2:
From (3.2), we have
Since x i ∈ B(x +td, 2t), we have x i −x ≤ 3t. It is well known that the constant L in (R2) is also an upper bound on the Lipschitz constant of f in B(x +td, 2t) (for example, through the Mean Value Theorem in [Cla83, Theorem 2.3.7] or [Leb75] ), so f (x i ) is bounded from above by 3Lt. Hence
By (R4), we can see that p i ∈ U 1 as needed. This ends the proof of Claim 2. Claim 3: The sequence {d(x i , S ǫi )} i converges at least linearly to 0.
From the continuity of f (·), it is clear that f (p i ) = −ǫ i . For the choice s (j) i ∈ ∂f (x i ), we recall that x i , p i ∈ U 1 , and get
i . Let It is easy to check that s
i − x i = −ǫ i − f (x i ) and s
From (3.4) and the preceeding discussion, we have Let the projection of x i ontoP i bex i+1 . It is clear to see thatP i is the polyhedron created by scaling P i about x i with a factor of 2/3 by (3.5). Thusx i+1 = 2 3 x i+1 + 1 3 x i . We can also infer (using the principle in Proposition 3.2) that ∠x ixi+1 p i ≥ π/2.
(3.7)
